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Levantine Arabic transcript: 

 
  .)'$& ا�D?-;ة /AB@؟ ?)�-) <= >;ر9! أدب إ234-1ي /.)'$& ا�%$# ') ه-,؟ ه* ()'$& ا�%$# ه! ا� -
-  &$'() (E> !F ،&H(I &$'() J' KLأآ ،&H(I ت($'() !F O/ ،@AB/ &-'D3B�ة ا;-?D�.)'$& ا�ه! ا P

 . ا�Dادي /)�DBاش، ()'$& ا�DA2Wن /;یT> K-&، و ه! /)�A? J-/ @E@ و ا�R)م
 ^-[، <2A-) ه* ی$E! \;ی] >$;اد ا�.)'$)ت /DZری)؟ آ%-K آK-L و P آ-Y؟  -
-  J' *5ه O/ &-'D3B�.)'$)ت ا�ا K-` !F آ)ن (' D4ا ،!HDaI K-Lت آ($'() !F آ)ن (' ،*b' ،J-E9 

E9 J> &E9& <= >1ی; ا�.)'$)ت ا�ZE/ &H(f%& آ%-Kة ی$E!، یJ3A ه;ا /;ل ا D4�F dZ! ^2[ اآc2> KL ا�2$= 
 . اDZ/ JZ?Pری)

  /L2\ J-E9 OAI J' gR2-2!؟^-[، ا�.)'$)ت ا�D3B'-&، آ)D' g4(Dدة 'J أول، ا�.)'$)ت ا�H(f& ه* -
 .  R2%' J-E9& ا�.)'$)ت ا�O/ ،&H(f ا�.)'$)ت ا�D3B'-& اP ز')ن آDZ/ K-Lری)7یJ3A ش!  -
- J-E9 g9 ،OAI J' gR2/ D4ا ]%R�ا Dش ]-^ . 
یJ3A (1ء آ%-J' K ا�T*ب ا�DZ/ !2ری)، 'b* ، اذا ') آ)D4 ی.DZ/ D$Aری) آ)D4 یD$2T ی;رP(/ D9ردن أو  -

أی)') /Kا /)�;ول اoورو/-&، g2nF J3A-F ا�;و�& اD4 ی;رD9 و یJAm D4D3 ا� cL? ;2%�K-%/ Dوت أو 
 ./.)'$)ت H(I&، ا(T/ D4�p اوPد ا� ;2%�K%ا

 ^-[ ه* /)�.)'$)ت ا�D3B'-&، ا�L$2-= '.)4! و P آ-Y؟  -
 ش! أآ-; /O /;ون ا�.)'$& ا�J-AZ\ !F &-'D3B، ی) أ') /2I;L! /%*ش، ^%$) اL4! /;ك >;q? !$F ا�L3[ ه;ا -

sZ\ . ر'1ي sZ\ !�DW< !3-F d%ش !$F;L/ ،&-'D3B�.)'$& ا�ا ،(tZu4 &$'(.�(/ ازيDA�2-=  ا$L�ا !F ('ی) أ
!'D3B�ب ا*^ vL' ,2L' !9ر;L/ O/ D4ا . 

 ا'A=، ی$2A> !E-)، ا�sZW ا�K'1ي fm= و P آ-Y؟ -
- ،@-Iر D4(' يDن هD3ی J3A' &T9DLA�ا pAL.A�ا &W%T� &%ZE�(/ *ه !HDaI ، *w�ا J' يDش D-F 

 . �23-)ت ا�Et;9& و ا�T[ و ا�a-;�& و ه-,
^-[ ه* اL4! ?)�-) <= >;ر9! ادب ا234-1ي، ی$(/ !E�DZق ا�DZري /$; ') اL4! >;ر9! ادب ا234-1ي و  -

 >KfL(! شW< J3A' D;ري >2wLR!؟ 
- ' KLاآ vwLاش J3A' ،&Z4ا vwLاش J3A' ،]L3A/ vwLاش J3A' ,E%/ vwLاش J3A' نDه D4ا !HDaI &2wش J

'p آ2wLR< J3A' K<D-%A! اآJ' KL ش2w& ، ی$F !E! \;ا', KFص آ%-Kة <E) اذا آ)ن '$, �w& ا234-1ی& (-;ة 
&?DLu' . 

 ا'F !F *b' ]-^ ،=A! اH(aLI)ت '$-(/ &E�D`K' &$'(./& آK-L؟ -
Pدب ا234P-1ي  ا�2! ا4) <= ایd، اآ-;، F! هE;9& ا�$A)رة 'D`K/& آK-L آE> ، K-L) /)�.)'$&، و F! آA)ن ا -

]$R�ا J' &E-$' &zF D�ا v-A-/ عKF vآ ($%^ O/ D9ادر . 
-  Yو|)ی }Lu-/ زD./ *b' D4ا !L2\ 234-1يPرة، ه* ادب ا(A$�9& ا;Eه !E$ی D4ا *b' ]%Z�ا Dش ]-^ ،=A'ا

!4(< &w� !E$رو ی(%L>(/ ، K-Lآ .K-Lآ (t4رة ا(A$�9& ا;Eه vL' *b' D4ا ]%Z�ا Dش O/؟&/D`K'  
D9اءا هDن و P اذا ش[ آ)ن /;ي ی p2T�K%ا او ش! /O . ه* هE;9& ا�$A)رة ، آA)ن ا�t) شE' vw-{ هDن -

dای ،(->(AL)ا &)در (t$FKL/ !tF ، رة(A> &9;Eه (t$' اذا gE%�ا D4ا *b' D�DW/ نDن ه(Aآ . 
 /t$FKL) در(& ا(AL)<-)؟ -
- (A> &9;E2! '$)ه) ه! ه�دة ا(tR�ن اDآ !E$ی ،dای(' (>D4 =2$�(/ &-W<K' D4ه! اآ-; ا D4وا اK%L$-%F رة . 
-  DR/ &\*> P%2; ا�س /)(E2� &->(AL)P;ار()ت ا�ا !E$ی ،&->(AL)در()ت ا  !F D4ا !�DW< ,E-F *b' !E$ی

 '(/ J-A2$L�s%n؟ 
- Pو J' KLاآ *b' vI;-/ !2�ا !Eه p-n�د اPو J' ةK-%آ &%Z4 !F D4ن، اDه �?*A�4)و ا p' ،($%^ ;2%�د ا

 . اآK-L3/ KL ، و Z4%& ا��آ)ء <E) ا<(/ c2�J' p-n ا�H ، ]^ .;2%-;�&، هE;9)ت
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-  K-Lورو/-& ') آPول ا;�(/ او &-%E)P;ول ا�ا /)K/ ةK3u�%2;، ه* ه! ا�د اPو و p-n�د اPة وK3F *ه ]-^
و 'J3A یKT' D4D3و?& D4P ی$E! ا�n-$& ه! <%)رة <I &WTE' J)رج ا�A;یE&، 4)س آDE3Z-/ K-Lه) 

 /)�%2; هDن /DZری)، شD وpm ا�(/ p-n�s%n؟ . ^%T9DL' ،&-E` JtLW& أو ش!
ه* یJ3A هDن K%L$-/ D4Pوا اهv ا�p-n شJ2w ا�D?-; زرا<& أو ر<! أو ش! 'R)ن ه-, /KF !F !\*Lق  -

&Eی;A�ا vو اه &$-n�ا vاه J-/ K-%آ !>(AL)ا . 
- (->(AL)و ا (-�(' 
- HDaI و (->(AL)-) و ا�ح أو ')*F (هD/ن أD3/ &$-n�ا J' ة;?D�1ل اEL/ *b' !E$ی ، vwR�ع اDmDA/ (

/D3ن أ/Dه) را<!، J3A-F ه-! /OBL اD4 ه! آJ> &u2Lf' K-L ا�%E)ت ' cL? *b�D آ)ن ا/Dه) یD3/ J3Aن 
dZu4 vI;�ف >)م. ا*LIا ،Y2Lf-/ d-F DR-$ی => !E2! ه�ا !>(AL)Pى اDLZA�ا O/ . 

 
English translation:  

 
- Currently, you are studying English literature at Al Baath University, right? Is Albaath 
University the only university in Homs?  
 
-  No, it is the only public university in Homs, but there are some private universities, 
more than one; we have a university in Al Hwaash Valley, the University of Kalamoon in 
Deiratieh, which is [located] between Homs and Damascus.  
 
-Okay, practically,1 how many universities are there in Syria? A lot or what?  
 
-Now five years ago, for example, there weren’t many private university. There were 
only public universities, but year after year, private universities are increasing in a high 
percentage. I mean, perhaps it shows that there is a quest for better education in Syria.  
 
-Okay, public universities, were there before … did you say that private universities 
started five years ago?  
 
-Maybe it has started seven years ago, but the public universities in Syria have been there 
for a very long time.  
 
-Okay, what’s the reason behind its start five or six years ago? 
 
-Perhaps a big part of Syrian students, for example, wouldn’t score in Syria, and they 
would go and study in Jordan, Beirut, or sometimes European countries. Perhaps the 
government favored their staying in the country and going to private universities instead 
of driving natives [Syrians] outside.2 
 
-Okay, in public universities, education is free, or how?  
 
-The public universities have two sections: you either get in for free -- of course you 
would have to pay for the books, that is a sure thing, but with no tuition -- or there is the 

                                                 
1 Used as a filler or transition word, the way Americans use “technically.”  
2 Going to foreign countries.  



parallel education in the university itself, the public university; you pay what you can call 
tuition fee,3 and you would study like other public universities’ students.  
 
-Hmm, practically, the tuition fee, is it huge or how?  
 
-Now, for the middle class, perhaps it’s not cheap; it is somewhat expensive, especially 
toward engineering, medical, pharmacy universities and etc.  
 
-Okay, you are studying English literature currently; in the Syrian market, after studying 
English literature and graduating, what can you do?  
 
-I could work in a bank, I could work at an office, I could work as a teacher … I could do 
more than one thing, especially since here if you have good English, with computer 
[knowledge], then you can do more than one thing; you have many open opportunities.  
 
-Hmm, are there any highly desired university majors?   
 
-Yeah, of course -- architecture is extremely popular here in the university. There is also 
English literature, which I am studying, but, of course, each major has its own popularity 
within a certain group of people.  
 
-Hmm, what is the reason, for example, that architecture, like English literature, you said 
it opens up many jobs, since it is a second language. But what is the reason for 
architecture’s popularity? 
 
-Now, architecture here has good jobs, whether here, or if a guy wants to go abroad, or 
something. Also, here they say if a girl has an architecture [degree], it raises here social 
level, yes.  
 
-Raises her social level?  
 
-Yes, since the degree she has is [in] architecture, they consider her somewhat higher in 
education. 
 
-I mean, can you, for example, say that there are social levels, I mean, social levels in the 
country are related to what is the [person’s] degree?  
 
-Of course, although it is noted that there is a high percentage of villagers who get into 
medicine, pharmacy and engineering, far more than the city kids, and villagers have a 
higher intelligence rates. 
 
-Okay, so the idea of villagers and city natives, this idea in foreign countries and 
European countries isn’t known, as the village usually is an area outside the city, and 

                                                 
3 A substantial fee paid to study at the University for a student who has not achieved the required scores for 
the department she wants to study in.  



many people live there -- they could be from a rich class, middle class or anything. Here 
in Syria, what’s the story of villages exactly?  
 
-Now, perhaps here they consider that villagers will only farm, shepherd, or something. 
So, because of that you find a huge social difference between villagers and city natives.  
 
-Financially and socially? 
 
-Financially and socially, especially concerning jobs. I mean, for example, a girl would 
come from the village; her dad is a farmer, or a shepherd … perhaps she feels that she is 
very different from other girls, even if her dad had the same income [as they do]. But the 
social level that they experience [in a village] is different, completely different.  
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